1. Introduction {#Sec1}
===============

Emergency laparotomy is most common emergency surgery and describes an exploratory procedure for which the clinical presentation, underlying pathology, anatomical site of surgery, and perioperative management vary considerably. The fact that over 400 different surgical procedures have been recorded during an emergency laparotomy, reflect the diverse nature of this surgical cohort \[[@CR1]\]. The varied surgical pathology and the emergent nature of the procedure limits the time to optimize these patients \[[@CR1]\]. Although there is scarcity of outcome data after emergency laparotomy, it is generally recognized to be poor \[[@CR1]\]. Even after innumerable advances in surgical skills, antimicrobial agents and supportive care, the mortality of peritonitis remains high, and is presently reported to be between 14.9-19.5% \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

Early prognostic evaluation of these patients is desirable to select the high-risk patients for a more aggressive treatment \[[@CR3]\]. The continuous monitoring and audit of clinical practice is an essential part of making improvements in medical science and enhancing patient care \[[@CR4]\]. It is also essential to ensure that patients are well informed of risks and to improve quality of care in hospitals.

Knowing which patient is at risk of developing complications or dying contributes to the quality of surgical care and cost reduction \[[@CR5]\]. Doctors are legally bound to inform their patients of the potential risks involved with a particular treatment \[[@CR5]-[@CR7]\]. It is therefore essential to identify and make appropriate decision on those patients who are at high-risk of developing serious complications or die \[[@CR5], [@CR7]-[@CR9]\]. Categorizing patients into different risk groups would also help prognosticate the outcome, select patients for intensive care and determine operative risk, thereby helping to choose the nature of the operative procedure, e.g. damage control vs. definitive procedure.

An ideal scoring system is desirable, so that an accurate prediction of outcome could then be made, allowing the treating team to present a more informed choice to the patient on whether surgery or supportive care is the optimal management \[[@CR10]\]. It should also allow analysis for risk-adjusted comparison between surgeons, hospitals and across geographical distributions \[[@CR11]\].

2. The scoring systems {#Sec2}
======================

Various scoring systems are available to predict surgical outcomes. They range from the general scoring systems to surgery specific scoring systems. While most scoring systems compare post-operative mortality as an outcome parameter, some are also designed to predict morbidity. While American College of Surgeons recommend the Universal ACS NSQIP Surgical Risk Calculator \[[@CR12]\] for mortality and morbidity risk assessment for informed consent and to facilitate decision making for patients and surgeons, P-POSSUM scoring system was used to assess improved outcomes in patients undergoing emergency laparotomy after the implementation of emergency laparotomy pathwayquality improvement care (ELPQuiC) bundle \[[@CR13]\]. While those which can calculate the risk based on pre-operative parameters are most useful in prognostication and triage of patients, those that need intra-operative data are best utilized for retrospective quality audits. While many scoring systems have been used in emergency laparotomies, till date no specific scoring system has been developed for emergency laparotomies.

3. The general scoring systems {#Sec3}
==============================

3.1. ASA {#Sec4}
--------

The oldest available scoring system \[[@CR14]\], the American Society of Anesthesiologists' (ASA) physical status score is often used to subjectively estimate preoperative health status. While it was initially designed for "statistical data collection and reporting", it is today used to predict the perioperative risk \[[@CR15]\]. This subjective scoring is associated with inter-observer variability \[[@CR14]\] and has "no specific role" \[[@CR15]\] in predicting the outcome in emergency laparotomy. The ASA Scores range from ASA I for a normal healthy patient, ASA II for a patient with mild systemic disease, ASA III for a patient with severe systemic disease, ASA IV for a patient with a severe systemic diseas that is a constant threat to life and ASA V for a moribund patient who is not expected to survive without the operation. An addition of E besides the ASA Grade denotes emergency surgery. A study on 10864 patients using receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve area, Sankar A *et al*. found that its ability to predict mortality (ROC Curve area 0.69) and cardiac complications (ROC Curve area 0.70) was only moderate \[[@CR14]\]. However, the ASA Score is simple, able to predict mortality as well as morbidity in general surgical patients, and has also been able to predict mortality well in a particular subset of patients undergoing emergency laparotomy, those with peptic ulcer perforation \[[@CR15]\].

3.2. Apgar score for surgery {#Sec5}
----------------------------

It is a 10 point score considering the estimated amount of blood loss, lowest heart rate, and lowest mean arterial pressure. Scores of less than or equal to 4 was associated with significant higher mortality \[[@CR16]\]. However it can only be calculated at the end of surgery. This scoring system can has been reported to predict death with a significant degree of accuracy (*P* = 0.0001 in univariate univariate logistic regression, c-statistic 0.92) \[[@CR16]\]. Scores of 9-10 was associated with 0% death, 7-8 with 0.3% mortality, 5-6 with 4.9% mortality and 0-4 was associated with a mortality of 13.8% \[[@CR16]\]. This scoring system was also able to predict major complications with a only 4% complications scores with scores of 9-10 and a 50% risk of major complications with a score of 4 \[[@CR16]\]. It has beentested mostly in general surgical and vascular surgeries, and not been validated to specifically assess the risk in emergency laparotomies \[[@CR16]\].

3.3. Sickness assessment (SA) {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

It was essentially used to predict mortality in the geriatric population undergoing emergency surgery. It is a simple scoring system using only three parameters at the time of admission, hypotension, pre-existing severe chronic disease and whether or not the patient was functionally independent \[[@CR17]\]. In patients above 65 years undergoing emergency laparotomy, an SA Score of 1 was associated with a 52% mortality, a score of 2 was associated with 60% mortality and a score of 3 was associated with 100% mortality \[[@CR17]\]. The mortality was 15% in those with SA score as zero \[[@CR17]\]. Although it is a simple scoring system to identify the high risk group, its utility in large multi-centric studies or across agegroups has not been evaluated till date. Kennedy RH et al found that SA Scores had significant predictive ability (*P* \< 0.001) in predicting mortality and the APACHE II scoring system was not superiorto it \[[@CR17]\]. No study till date has evaluated its correlation with peri-operative morbidity.

3.4. Calculation of post-operative risk in emergency surgery (CORES) {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The Calculation of post-Operative Risk in Emergency Surgery (CORES) \[[@CR18]\] was constructed based on a regression model and needs only 6 preoperative variables to predict the in-hospital mortality. The predicted mortality is calculated using an equation based on presence or absence of (1) Japan Coma Scale \>30, (2) ASA Class3, (3) ASA Class 4, (4) Whie blood cell count of \<2,500 cells/μL, (5) platelet count\<150,000 or\>300,000 cells/μL and (6) blood urea nitrogen \>/=40 mg/dL \[[@CR18]\]. After development, its accuracy was further assess on 1471 cases across six hospitals and found to be as discriminative as P-POSSUM \[[@CR18]\]. In predicting in-hospital mortality, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) (95% CI) of the CORES model was high (0.85), the observed-to-estimated mortality ratio (OE ratio) was also high (0.70), and the calibration power was also good (chi-square = 19.9, degrees of freedom = 8, *P* = 0.81) \[[@CR18]\]. Although this model was developed to specifically predict mortality, the CORES scores were also significantly correlated to other post-operative morbidity \[[@CR18]\]. While this was the first, and possibly only specific model predicting the post-operative risk for emergency surgery, it is yet to be validated specifically on emergency laparotomies \[[@CR18]\].

3.5. Estimation of physiologic ability and surgical stress (E-PASS) {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The Estimation of Physiologic Ability and Surgical Stress (EPASS) scoring system aims to quantify the patient's reserve and surgical stress was initially developed to predict morbidity and mortality in elective gastrointestinal surgery \[[@CR19]\]. They have been subsequently been evaluated in emergency gastrointestinal study and was "useful for assessing the risks of emergency abdominal surgery" \[[@CR20]\].

This system uses a preoperative risk score (PRS) and a surgical stress score (SSS) to calculate a comprehensive risk score (CRS) \[[@CR19]\]. PRS is calculated from a formula using age, presence or absence of severe heart-disease, severe pulmonary disease and diabetes mellitus, along with performance status index (based on the definition by Japanese Society for Cancer Therapy) and American Society of Anesthesiologists physiological status classification \[[@CR19]\]. Surgical stress score (SSS) is calculated by an equation based on blood loss/body weight (mL/kg), operation time (in hours), and extent of skin incision \[[@CR19]\].

With increase in CRS, there was a significant increase in incidence of postoperative morbidity and mortality (*P* \< 0.0001) \[[@CR19]\]. With CRS \<0.1 the morbidity and mortality was 12.5% and 0%, respectively \[[@CR19]\]. With CRS 0.5-0.75, the morbidity and mortality rates were 45.0% and 5.0%, respectively, and when the CRS \> 1.0, the morbidity and mortality rates were 76.9% and 38.5%, respectively \[[@CR19]\]. However it is yet to be validated in large multicentric trials.

3.6. ACS NSQIP surgical risk calculator {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------

American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS NSQIP) Surgical Risk Calculator \[[@CR13]\] is based on 21 preoperative risk factors identified from 1,414,006 patients across 393 ACS NSQIP hospitals in the United States. It also allows a Surgeon Adjustment Score to reasonably the modify the score based on their clinical impression. This scoring system can be used for over 1500 procedures across surgical specialties. It can specifically predict the risk for 10 different Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes for laparotomies. CPT code is the descriptive terms for identifying and reporting medical services and procedures in the United States. Apart from mortality, it is able to predict the risk of serious or any other post-operative complication including pneumonia, cardiac complication, surgical site infection, urinary tract infection, venous thromboembolism, renal failure or return to the operating room. Although the discriminative ability has been found to be reasonable accurate as compared to other risk calculators \[[@CR13]\], it is yet to be accurately evaluated specifically for emergency laparotomies. Besides, it is yet to be evaluated across geographical locations and the Surgeon Adjustment Score is based on subjective assessment with "no quantitative evidence that these adjusted risks are more accurate" \[[@CR13]\].

Other surgical risk assessment tools like the Charlson Comorbidity Index validated in over 5500 studies since 1987 for its ability to predict mortality based on co-morbidity \[[@CR21]\], the Fitness Score \[[@CR10]\] in major abdominal surgery (including emergency surgery) and Reiss Index \[[@CR10]\] used specifically in laparotomies in elderly patients have all been used to assess the surgical risk. However, none of the scoring system has been specifically been assessed in patients undergoing emergency laparotomies across all age groups.

4. The critical care and sepsis scoring systems {#Sec10}
===============================================

4.1. APACHE II {#Sec11}
--------------

The original APACHE score based on physiology score for acute illness and chronic health status was developed in 1981 by Knaus WA *et al*. \[[@CR22]\] and was subsequently simplified to create APACHE II in 1985 \[[@CR23]\]. The score is calculated based on the patient's age, 12 routine physiological measurements and whether they are scheduled for routine or emergency surgery. An integer score from 0 to 71 is computed based on these values; higher scores are associated with an higher risk of death \[[@CR23]\]. Till date, this remains the most widely used illness severity score worldwide \[[@CR24]\]. It has been evaluated to predict mortality in patients undergoing in general surgical or patients undergoing laparotomy since 1990. Till date, at least 14 studies \[[@CR25]-[@CR38]\] (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) have tried to correlate the APACHE II with the risk of mortality and re-exploration.

In the study by Oka Y *et al*. in patients with peritonitis undergoing laparotomy, APACHE II scores amongst survivors ranged from 0-21 (Mean 5.0) , with a mean of 5.0 \[[@CR30]\]. Amongst those patients who died, the scores ranged from 15-38 (Mean 23.3) \[[@CR30]\]. The difference between groups was significant (*P* \< 0.05) \[[@CR30]\]. The co-relation with morbidity was not reported in this study.

Another study by Scheien M *et al*. in patients with perforated peptic ulcer reported zero mortality in patients with scores below 11 points and 35% mortality rate in patients with APACHE II scores above 11 \[[@CR25]\]. In other studies by Lee FY *et al*. also, APACHE II was found to predict both morbidity and mortality but AUC or relative risks were not reported in this study \[[@CR36]\].

4.2. Simplified acute physiology score (SAPS), multiple organ dysfunction score (MODS), sepsis-related organ failure assessment (SOFA) score, sepsis score, multiple organ failure (MOF) score {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While SAPS, MODS and SOFA Scores were able to predict mortality in peritonitis patients, they were unable to predict "ongoing infection needing a relaparotomy" \[[@CR34]\]. The SAPS II score is calculated from 12 physiological and 3 disease-related variables. The SAPS II score ranges from 0 to 163 points. A MODS is calculated from 0-4 scoring for each of respiratory, hematologic, hepatic, cardiovascular, Glasgow Coma Scale and renal parameters. The scores range from 0-24.

The SOFA Score is also calculated from 0-4 scoring for each of respiratory, cardiovascular, nervous, hepatic, coagulation and renal systems with scores ranging from 0-24. The MOF Score is derived from 0-2 score (0: Normal function, 1: Organ dysfunction, 2: Organ failure) for each of respiratory, cardiovascular, renal, hepatic, hematologic, gastrointestinal and the central nervous systems with scores ranging from 0-14. Higher scores are associated with increased risk of morbidity and mortality.

The ability of the scoring system to predict mortality was assessed using the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) by Oddeke van Ruler et al. and they found it to be 0.8 for SAPS-II, 0.72 for SOFA (day 1) and 0.76 for MODS (day 1) \[[@CR34]\]. In their study, the authors found the ability of this scoring system to be statistically significant in all the 3 scoring systems \[[@CR34]\]. Other morbidity was not studied in this trial but this study failed to demonstrate the correlation of these scoring systems to predict relaparotomy \[[@CR34]\]. Similarly, the Sepsis Score and Multiple Organ Failure (MOF) Score may also predict mortality, but has not been extensively studied in patients undergoing emergency laparotomy.

4.3. Mannheim peritonitis index (MPI) {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

The MPI based on retrospective analysis of 1253 patients with peritonitis has 8 proven risk factors based on their predictive power \[[@CR39]\]. MPI scores of pre were associated with a mortality of 5%, scores of 21-29 had a mortality of 14% and scores ≥ had a mortality of 14% 50% \[[@CR39]\]. MPI score of 25 had sensitivity and specificity of 72.09% and 71.43% respectively in predicting mortality, and 80.65% and 57.89% sensitivity and specificity respectivelyfor predicting morbidity \[[@CR39]\]. Other studies also observed strong association between increasing MPI score and adverse outcomes in patients with secondary peritonitis \[[@CR40]\].

Table 1APACHE II scoring for outcome in emergency general surgery or laparotomy.YearPatient CategoryOutcome1990Perforated peptic ulcersAPACHE II scoring system accurately stratified patients according to risk \[[@CR25]\]1997Peritonitis and intra abdominal sepsisCombination of the APACHE II and the MPI provides the best scoring system \[[@CR26]\]2007Peritonitis due to hollow viscus perforationAPACHE-II scoring system can be used to assess group outcomes in patients with peritonitis due to hollow viscus perforation \[[@CR27]\]2007General surgical patientsM-POSSUM is more accurate than POSSUM and APACHE II in predicting postoperative morbidity and mortality \[[@CR28]\]2007Perforated peptic ulcerCompared to the APACHE II & III & the simplified acute physiology score II, the mortality probability models (MPM) II predicted mortality at admission better \[[@CR29]\]2010Patients with peritonitisAPACHE II is accurate in predicting mortality has definitive advantages and is therefore more useful \[[@CR30]\]2010Generalized secondary peritonitisIndependent mortality predictors were APACHE II \> or = 16 \[[@CR31]\]2011obstructing colon cancerAPACHE II score ≥11 was a prognostic factor for poor outcome \[[@CR32]\]2011Perforation peritonitisAPACHE II is superior in prediction of the outcome as compared to SAPS I, Sepsis score, MOF, TISS-28 and MPI \[[@CR33]\]2011Abdominal sepsis that have ongoing infection and would need relaparotomyAll evaluated scoring systems (APACHE-II score, SAPS-II, Mannheim Peritonitis Index (MPI), MODS, SOFA score, and the acute part of the APACHE-II score) were predictive of mortality, none predicted need for laparotomy \[[@CR34]\]2012Secondary peritonitis of colorectal origin to predict relaparotomiesAPACHE II score might be helpful in predicting the need for relaparotomies \[[@CR35]\]2013Perforated peptic ulcerAPACHE II has been shown to predict outcome well also for PPU patients \[[@CR36]\]2014Patients of intra-abdominal sepsis and treated with planned relaparotomyAPACHE II scoring system is reliable for prediction of mortality \[[@CR37]\]2015Gall bladder perforationBoth POSSUM and APACHE II scores were superior to ASA score in risk prediction \[[@CR38]\]

5. The disease specific scoring systems {#Sec14}
=======================================

5.1. Perforated peptic ulcer scoring systems: boey score, Hacettepe score, Jabalpur score and the peptic ulcer perforation (PULP) score {#Sec15}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Boey score was the first developed scoring system to predict mortality in perforated peptic ulcer in 1982 \[[@CR41]\]. Subsequent studies in 1987 validated the value of the three independent variables in this scoring system, severe medical illness, pre-existing shock and longstanding perforation in predicting mortality \[[@CR42]\]. Risk score 0 was not associated with any mortality, risk score 1 was associated with a mortality of 10%, Risk score 2 was associated with a mortality of 45.5% and a Risk score 3 was associated with a mortality of 100%. The accuracy rate in predicting mortality was 93.9% and there were no false negative errors \[[@CR42]\].

The Hacettepe score uses coexisting medical illness, acute renal failure, raised white cell count and male sex as the 4 variables for predicting mortality with mortality increasing with rising scores. When developed in 1992, "the sensitivity was 83%, the specificity 94%, and the overall predictive accuracy 93%." \[[@CR43]\]. However it has not been found to be better than other scoring systems used to predict outcome in peptic ulcer perforation \[[@CR36]\].

The Jabalpur score used multiple regression analysis and developed a scoring system based on six identified risk factors which included age, co-morbid illness, perforation to surgery time interval, preoperative shock, heart rate and serum creatinine levels to predict post-operative mortality \[[@CR44]\]. Scores of 0-4 was associated with 14% morbidity and 0% mortality, scores of 5-9 was associated with 48% morbidity and 7% mortality, scores of 10-14 were associated with 71% morbidity and 38% mortality, while scores of 15-21 was associated with 100% morbidity and mortality \[[@CR44]\]. There was good correlation of the Jabalpur score in predicting both morbidity and mortality with correlation coefficient being 0.67 (*P* \< 0.001) and 0.81 (*P* \< 0.001) for mortality and morbidity respectively \[[@CR44]\].

The Peptic Ulcer Perforation (PULP) score is based on age, presence of comorbid diseases, concurrent use of steroids, shock on admission, serum creatinine levels, time from perforation to admission and ASA scores \[[@CR45]\]. Scores of 0-7 was associated with low risk (\<25%) and scores of 8-18 was associated with high risk (\>25%) of mortality \[[@CR45]\]. Its accuracy to predict mortality by the area under receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) was better (AUC 0.83 for PULP) than the Boey score (AUC 0.70) and ASA score (AUC 0.78) \[[@CR45]\]. This study did not analyze other post operative morbidity.

5.2. Patients with Liver Disease: Child-Turcotte-Pugh (CTP) classification&MELD (model for end stage liver disease) score {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nearly 10% of the patients undergoing surgery have some form of liver disease. The CTP classification is based on serum albumin and bilirubin levels, prothrombin time, and the degree of encephalopathy and ascites. In major abdominal surgery, the mortality in Child's class A was reported to be 10%, 30-31% in class B and 76-82% in class C \[[@CR46]\]. It also correlated well with postoperative complications including "liver failure, worsening encephalopathy, bleeding, infection, renal failure, hypoxia and intractable ascites" \[[@CR46]\].

Although the MELD was initially designed to predict mortality after Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS), it is based on a linear regression model, assessing the risk from a score derived from the patient's creatinine level, serum bilirubin and International Normalized Ratio of the Prothrombin Time (PT/INR) \[[@CR46]\]. It has been shown to prognosticate the risk of mortality in patients undergoing abdominal, orthopedic and cardiac surgery with 30-day mortality ranging from 5.7% for a MELD score \</= 7, 10.3% for MELD Score of 8-11 and 25.4% for MELD score of 12-15 with emergency surgery being an independent predictor of the duration of hospital stay \[[@CR47]\]. The risk of mortality increased linearly for MELD Scores above 8.

However, none of the scoring systems have been studied to stratify the risk of morbidity or mortality in patients undergoing emergency laparotomy. Possibly, this subset of patients with liver disease, depending on the preexisting hepatic insult, the hemodynamic instability and the nature of surgery, would be at a much higher risk as compared to those without pre-existing liver disease. The existing scoring system needs to be further validated in these patients.

5.3. Colorectal Surgery: AFC-index and Cleveland clinic colorectal cancer model {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the APACHE, ASA or POSSUM or its modified form for colorectal surgery have been most commonly been used in these subset of patients in whom the survival has increased substantially over the last 25 years, the French Association for Surgery (Association Française de Chirurgie, AFC) identified independent factors leading to death by multivariate logistic regression analysis and developed the AFC-index \[[@CR48]\]. The four independent preoperative risk factors,namely emergency surgery, loss of more than 10% of weight, neurological disease history and age \> 70 years have been shown to predict mortality with the same sensitivity and specificity as P-POSSUM \[[@CR48]\]. An AFC Score of 0 was associated with a mortalityof 0.5%, score of 1 with a mortality of 1.6%, score of 2 with a mortality of 7.2%, score of 3 with a mortality of 46.8% and a score of 4 was associated with a mortality of 70% \[[@CR48]\]. Although the study by Arnaud Alves *et al*. did report a postoperative morbidity of 23% in 239 studied patients, the did not establish any correlationwith the AFC-index \[[@CR48]\].

The Cleveland clinic colorectal cancer model was developed using a multilevel Bayesian logistic regression model and it identified age, ASA grade, TNM Staging, urgent need for surgery, cancer resection status and the hematocrit levels as independent risk factors for mortality \[[@CR49]\]. The model offered excellent correlation between the observed and predicted mortality and an area under receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) of 0.801 \[[@CR49]\].

6. Surgical audit scoring systems {#Sec18}
=================================

6.1. Possum & its varients {#Sec19}
--------------------------

Copeland *et al*. first described POSSUM (Physiological and Operative severity for the enumeration of mortality and morbidity) in 1991 as a scoring system for surgical audit \[[@CR8]\]. They used logistic regression analysis to predict both morbidity and mortality. However, it was found to over predict death, especially amongst the low risk patients \[[@CR50]\]. This led to the modification of the logistic regression and development of the Portsmouth POSSUM (P-POSSUM) \[[@CR50]\]. P-POSSUM used the same physiological and operative scoring methods initially described by Copeland *et al*. and its predicted mortality matched with the observed mortality \[[@CR51]\]. It uses 12 physiological and 6 operative parameters which were divided into 4 grades with exponentially increasing score (1, 2, 4, and 8) to calculate the risk of mortality. The minimum score is 12 and maximum score is 88, with higher scores predicting higher mortality.

POSSUM has subsequently been modified for application in various types of surgeries, O-POSSUM for orthopedic surgeries \[[@CR52], [@CR53]\], V-POSSUM for vascular surgeries \[[@CR54]\] and Cr-POSSUM for colorectal surgeries \[[@CR55]\].

P-POSSUM still remains the scoring system of choice for general surgeries and also for emergency laparotomies, especially in the United Kingdom. Numerous studies have validated POSSUM or one of its variants in general surgery, laparotomy or in high risk patients (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} \[[@CR56]-[@CR67]\]).

P-POSSUM has emerged as the most dependable scoring system for audit purposes and for evaluating the impact of quality improvement initiatives across the United Kingdom in patients undergoing emergency laparotomy. In a recent multicentre study across four National Health Service (NHS) hospitals, ELPQuiC bundles (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) brought about a significant reduction in PPOSSUM risk-adjusted 30-day mortality in patients undergoing \[[@CR13]\].

Sreeharsha H *et al*. used linear analysis for comparing the observed and predicted mortality using POSSUM. The observed to predicted ratio (O: P) was 0.71 and there was "no statistically significant difference between the predicted and observed values" \[[@CR67]\]. An O:P ratio of 1.19 suggested that there was no significant difference between the observed and predicted morbidity also. Chieng *et al*. observed P-POSSUM (O: P Ratio 0.721) to be a "better scoring system" compared to POSSUM (O: P Ratio 0.366) \[[@CR11]\].

6.2. Surgical mortality probability model (S-MPM) {#Sec20}
-------------------------------------------------

The S-MPM \[[@CR68]\] is a 9-point 30-day mortality risk index. Patients were assigned points as per ASA Status (O for ASA I, 2 for ASA II, 4 for ASA III, 5 for ASA IV and 6 for ASA V), risk of surgery (1 for intermediate risk and 2 for high-risk procedures) and for emergency surgery (1 point). A total risk score \<5 was associated with 0.5% mortality, score of 5-6 with 1.5-4% mortality and scores \>6 with 10% mortality.

While this simple scoring system can be easily calculated at the bed-side and "used by surgeons andhospitals to internally audit their quality of care", it can also help risk-prognostication and prioritization of patients \[[@CR68]\]. This scoring system is fairly accurate as compared to ACS NSQIP mortality model with "slightly worse discrimination and marginally better calibration" \[[@CR68]\]. S-MPM using only 3 predictors had an ability for discrimination with CStatistic (which predicts that outcome is better than chance) of 0.90 as compared to the ACS NSQIP risk adjustment model using 35 variables which has a C-Statistic of 0.94. This model has only been applied on limited types of procedures and its validity specifically in emergency laparotomy remains to be ascertained.

Table 2Use of POSSUM or one of its variants in general surgery, laparotomy or high risk surgical patients.YearPatient CategoryOutcome2004Patients needing damage control laparotomyLower mortality than that predicted by P-POSSUM and POSSUM with Damage Control Surgery \[[@CR56]\]2004Patients undergoing emergency laparotomyPOSSUM is a good predictor of morbidity and mortality. P-POSSUM predicts mortality equally well. Both can be used for risk-adjusted surgical audit \[[@CR57]\]2005High risk patients undergoing surgeryp-POSSUM predicted mortality well but POSSUM over-predicted mortality \[[@CR58]\]2006elective and emergency laparotomyIt is a useful predictor of morbidity and mortality \[[@CR59]\]2007General surgeryM-POSSUM correlates better with postoperative complications and mortality than POSSUM \[[@CR60]\]2008cases of ileal perforationsSignificant correlation between POSSUM score and postoperative complications and deaths \[[@CR61]\]2009Patients undergoing emergency laparotomyP-POSSUM predicts mortality better than POSSUM. Exponential method is better than linear regression analysis \[[@CR62]\]2009Unresectable pancreatic cancer during exploratory laparotomyPOSSUM scoring system is an independent predictor of survival in multivariate analysis \[[@CR63]\]2009oncologic gastric surgeryMortality lower than that predicted by POSSUM and higher than that predicted by P-POSSUM \[[@CR64]\]2010patients undergoing emergency surgeryASA grade and POSSUM scores were the better predictors of mortality than EWS, APACHE II, and age \[[@CR65]\].2010general surgical laparotomyP-POSSUM is a better overall predictor of mortality than POSSUM \[[@CR11]\].2011General surgical patientsBoth POSSUM and P-POSSUM are valid indices for risk prediction of morbidity and mortality \[[@CR66]\]2012secondary peritonitis of colorectal originCR-POSSUM had the highest sensitivity and specificity to predict mortality as compared to MPI & APACHE-II \[[@CR35]\]2014Emergency laparotomyPOSSUM is an accurate predictor of mortality and morbidity and can be used for surgical audit \[[@CR67]\]

Table 3Evidence-based care bundle for patients undergoing emergency laparotomy \[[@CR13]\].BundleElement1Early warning score assessment for all emergency admissions with graded escalations2All patients with suspicion of peritoneal soiling or diagnosis of sepsis to receive early broad-spectrum antibiotics3Laparotomy within 6 hours of decision to operate4Goad directed resuscitation as soon as possible, or within 6 hours of admission5ICU admission for all patients in the immediate post-operative period

7. Conclusion {#Sec21}
=============

Although numerous scoring systems for risk prognostication (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) has been developed since the ASA Score was first introduced in 1941 \[[@CR68]\], none have been able to comprehensively achieve the goals of being easy to calculate, fairly accurate in its prediction, reproducible across geographical locations, able to audit surgical outcomes across hospitals and assess the change brought about by any quality improvement initiatives.

Emergency laparotomies remain the commonest emergency surgery across most hospitals continue to be associated with significantly higher mortality as compared to most other major general surgical procedures or elective surgeries \[[@CR1]\]. Therefore, a scoring system is not only necessary to predict mortality in this category of patients, initiative resulting in improved quality of care should also reflect on the surgical risk adjusted mortality. Emergency laparotomies involves "considerable cost" \[[@CR69]\] to the healthcare providing agencies or the individual, either directly or through insurance. Similarly, quality improvement initiatives like availability of operation theatre space or consultant coverage round the clock would also involve financial implications. Therefore studies like those Huddart S. *et al*. (on behalf of the ELPQuiC Collaborator Group) \[[@CR38]\] which showed that evidence based care bundles (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) saved 8.11 lives per 100 patients treated, could also justify the efforts to enhance the quality of care and also its financial impact. Besides, it would also help the medical fraternity in identifying those quality improvement initiatives which actually bring about a risk-adjusted benefit, as compared to those, which in absence of consensus, are being practiced merely based on individual perception \[[@CR70]\].

Table 4Scoring systems for emergency laparotomy.Scoring SystemPreoperative risk evaluation possibleGeneral Scoring SystemsASAYesApgar Score for SurgeryNoSickness Assessment (SA)YesCalculation of post-Operative Risk in Emergency Surgery (CORES)YesEstimation of Physiologic Ability and Surgical Stress (E-PASS)NoACS NSQIP Surgical Risk CalculatorYesThe Critical Care & Sepsis Scoring SystemsAPACHE IIYesSimplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS)YesMultiple Organ Dysfunction Score (MODS)YesSepsis-related Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) scoreYesSepsis ScoreYesMultiple Organ Failure (MOF) ScoreYesMannheim peritonitis index (MPI)NoThe disease specific scoring systemsPerforated Peptic Ulcer Scoring SystemsHacettepe scoreYesBoey scoreYesJabalpur scoreYesPeptic Ulcer Perforation (PULP) scoreYesPatients with Liver DiseaseChild-Turcotte-Pugh (CTP) classificationYesMELD (model for end stage liver disease) scoreYesColorectal SurgeryAFC-indexYesCleveland clinic colorectal cancer modelNoSurgical Audit Scoring systemsPOSSUM & its variantsNoSurgical Mortality Probability Model (S-MPM)No

Till very recently, ease of calculation, especially at the bedside, used to be an extremely essential criteria for any scoring system. However, the advent of smart phones and mobile applications have made the use of even intricate scoring systems like the APACHE-II, P-POSSUM and ACS NSQIP Surgical Risk Calculator, very simple. Today, hand-held devices like smartphones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) or tablets allows us to use complex formulas and various regression models to calculate the risk at the patient's bedside.

APACHE-II and P-POSSUM remain the most commonly used scoring system in emergency laparotomies (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} & Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Although P-POSSUM has been most frequently used for audit purposes in this cohort, it is associated with certain limitations. Operative variables such as estimated blood loss or peritoneal contamination may have significant inter-observer bias. A similar surgery by two different surgeons, one causing or estimating higher blood-loss than the other, will cause a change in the observed to expected (O/E) risk ratio. Besides, the delay in getting histopathology reports can also delay the risk assessment. APACHE-II scores can however be calculated preoperatively and has been shown to correlate well with postoperative mortality. However, unlike P-POSSUM, it does not consider etiology or degree of peritoneal contaminationand is purely based on the acute physiologic and chronic health status of the patient. While it does eliminate risk assessment based on subjective evaluation of certain risks in the P-POSSUM scoring system (example, peritoneal soiling or estimated blood loss), it does not consider the surgical procedure or the operative findings. However, it does factor-in emergency surgeries while calculating the risk.

Large multicentric studies across varied geographic locations and surgical practices need to assess and validate the ideal and most apt scoring system for emergency laparotomies. Studies need to compare APACHE-II and P-POSSUM in their ability to predict mortality and explore if either has a higher sensitivity and specificity than the other. Any impact on the risk-adjusted mortality can bring about significant reduction in mortality amongst patients undergoing one of the commonest emergency surgeries worldwide.
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